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Abstract. Expansion of software systems in size and complexity during its lifetime business process models has to change to provide analytical insights, to improve and optimize
business processes. Business process is always managed, self-adapting and evolving instance. But system management needs additional resources. This paper focuses on enterprise software system integration solutions that had been evolving but still lack of dynamic, automated and self - managed. We propose enterprise software system integration
method using autonomic computing technologies to help solve most basic integration
problems. We assume that autonomic computing element is perspective because its structure is similar to elementary management cycle. This similarity has been observed when
analyzing different data structures of enterprise software systems.
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1

Introduction

Complexity of enterprise software systems is one of the major challenges information technologies facing today. Creating and maintaining enterprise software system interoperability is
expensive. Integration solutions are rather complex and considered not always to be effective
or successful even risky [6]. What is more integration solutions are managed by people that
need to have deep level of knowledge about Enterprise software system structure and business
processes. Businesses face certain process effectivity loss when software systems or business
processes change for example double maintenance of the same data for different systems. The
aim of this paper is to research approaches for Enterprise software system integration. Integration solution development were observed in practice. We assume that it is possible to create
software system integration that could maintain integration solutions autonomously. The final
result of the research is to create methodology that would allow to design and develop selfmanaged Enterprise software system integration solution using autonomic computing technologies. Some of the discussed approaches in this paper are a long way from dynamic, selfmanaged integration solutions, but they inspire research and discussion on the necessity of
integration technology analysis and research. Is it worth to invest to full process, software sys-
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tem or infrastructure reengineering rather than small improvements that can enhance processes,
information systems or infrastructure?
In this paper we propose approach to autonomic integration of enterprise software systems
that cover four basic self-management abilities [4]: self-configuration, self-optimization, selfhealing and self-protection. Our research answers question: Why Enterprise software system
integration solutions need automation and how it can be achieved? In section 2 existing
integration solutions and methods are identified. In section 3 we describe why we choose autonomic solutions. In section 4 we describe principles and key ideas on autonomic Enterprise
software system integration. In section 5 we reach conclusions and describe further work in
autonomic integration research area.

2

Related works of Enterprise system integration

There has been an inconclusive debate about whether existing enterprise software system integration solutions use domain knowledge about enterprise system structure and architecture in
autonomic manner (can act autonomously).
El-Halwagi et al. Process integration [7] is prominent in the literature on process integration,
mostly in Plant and Manufacturing domains. They underlined integration problems: resource
cost, process flexibility, performance, and attention to quality that are also important for IT
domain as well. Y. Peng et al. [9] focused on multi agent system for enterprise application
integration to solve enterprise wide interoperability problems as well as planning and execution
process separation problems. However they did not provide details on integration management
and support. R. McCann et al. [12] underlined problems of mapping maintenance for data integration systems. X. Luna Dong, et al. [10] did a survey on data integration, underlined most
common problems that exist in integration subject in 2006 is data heterogeneity and variety of
data sources also in [20]. Authors described data fusion technique but to not describe it’s managing and controlling actors. P.A. Bernstein et al. [5, 13] repetitive survey on data integration
in two year timeline showed the improvements on integration subject and fosters a debate on
what is still missing in integration area. Authors analyzed current trends on enterprise software
system integration problems.
At the lowest level of software system integration there is data integration and schema
matching in particular. Schema matching methods help to construct such algorithms that can
link data-sources of different software systems. In Table 1 we provide comparison of different
enterprise software system integration solutions. We compare common methods of software
system integration by IBM autonomic maturity index (AMI) [4 pp. 12-15] and level of complexity over creating such integration systems.
Programmed integration solutions are most commonly spread (programmatically created integration solutions) doesn’t have goals, usually are faster, easier to maintain (fix and adapt) for
experts that created the solution, more expensive for customers, hard to maintain for new staff,
hard to maintain knowledge about the solution. Not all projects are successful, and require
varying amount of time to create healthy and robust solutions [6]. Table 1 shows most common
and less innovative abilities of programmed integration solutions, but in practice solutions with
higher levels of AMI can be achieved which are not so common.
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Enterprise application integration (EAI) systems provides graphical designers. EAI systems
does not require experienced programmers to create integration. Allows process orchestration
and choreography in development stage. Is not dynamic after solutions has been implemented,
usually need to be maintained, and integration processes sometimes has to be stopped. One of
the advantages: designer can graphically see, and monitor processes. EAI projects are also
limited to one project scope. Errors are detected and logged if implemented by design. Might
contain or gather logs on integration process, logs are limited to the outputs of data sources,
only small amount comes from the EAI system. It is believed that EAI solutions fail at 70 percent [6]. On critical error EAI solutions break and stops working, until fixed by integrators.

List of maximally reached
capabilities

Short List of known integration problems

Table 1. Known enterprise software system integration methodologies and solutions.

Different
data
sources
Schema/Ontology
mapping
Dynamic( systems
(schema changes)
Entity/
Object
recognition
Data(,(sampling
Data heterogeneity
Integration(testing
Independent from
staff
CRUD logic

Algorithms
(programming)
Assigned manually

EAI Systems:
Talend SAP
PI [22, 23]

Integration
agents
[9]

Other
methods

Mapped manually

[9]

MAVER
IC [12]

Adapted manually

[9]

Do not use

No information

Manual
[22, 23]
No information
Solved manually
No information
Manual testing
[22, 23]
No information
Staff required for maintenance and supervision
Unknown
Done manually
Talend, SAP Use Frameworks
PI [22, 23]

Goal oriented architecture

Usually None

[9]

Solution
maintenance dependent
from staff

All

All

[9]

Self - abilities

None

None

Able to change parameters, react to predetermined changes

Autonomic Maturity Index [4]

1

2

3

MAVER
IC [12]

4

Integration agents are the structures designed or created by someone that can be adapted and
configurator to fit integration needs. For implementation and configuring integration agent,
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requires specific technical knowledge about integration agents. Some agents require extensive
amounts of knowledge (mostly programming) to set up correctly [16]. Other agent might be
readily prepared, but are not customized for specific business needs. Configured agents require
adaptation if schema changed of any data source. After configuration agents can be very powerful tools, they can cooperate with other agents share information analyze data. Functionality
may improve when connected to other agents. Some agents provide support of planning and
execution via integration of processes, however unclear what steps are needed to implement
this kind of agent technology [9], [17], [18]. Integration agents have goals. Knowledge element
is usually described. Requires qualified experts to design, setup and/or configure. Usually implemented for specific scenarios or limited amount of processes (limited to project size). Does
not contain or gather knowledge about business process or its behavior. Programmed integration solutions when broken requires technical and experienced staff to make amends. Programmed integration solutions usually focuses on the lower forms of integration: schema
matching [5]. Not all integration agents can adapt to changes.
Other advanced solution provides methods for Dynamic process integration sometimes concerning for linking different businesses (B2B process integration) [0], [7, 8], [14, 15]. Such
methods are solving major problems in business process integration, most of them are tested in
the limited and fabricated environment, results of such methods were promising but they are
mostly theoretical. Unknown what is the structure of given solutions, except in a semiotic approach to organizational modeling using Norm Analysis [8].
To conclude overview of existing methods other integration solutions from Table 1 does not
reach highest AMI level and methods that are still researched (Other) barely scratch the surface
of Adaptive level. The literature [5, 6], [14], [17] shows now consensus on increasing software
system integration autonomic level, which means that most solutions does not use knowledge
of business processes for creating integration solutions with self-abilities nor tries to reach
autonomic maturity level.

3

Integration solution using autonomic computing approach

Idea of Autonomic computing was first proposed by Jeffrey O. Kephart and David M. Chess in
2003 as means to deal with ever growing complexity of software systems [3]. Autonomic computing methods have goals, if reached highest autonomy index staff only needed to adjust business policies and goals. Ideally should not require technical people or technical knowledge
when solution is created. May require staff for configuration: setting access points to data
sources, unless autonomic computing elements would use method like service discovery; Autonomic computing is ideal for solving difficult large – scale tasks, just like agents autonomic
computing elements can work in group, main difference is that autonomic computing elements
have goals for productivity, defense, self-repairing.
The key idea behind autonomic computing component is that it has to have four abilities:
Self-configuration; self-optimization; Self-healing; Self-protection. These four abilities are
composite goals of autonomic elements. Autonomic elements help to decompose complex
problem into smaller ones by providing Managed element to Autonomic manager. Autonomic
manager itself contains four processes: Monitor, Analyze, Plan and Execute. The latter processes are interconnected and using knowledge to operate. One year later a practical guide for
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building Autonomic Computing systems was released [4]. Autonomic computing toolkit in
detail described the composition of knowledge element of autonomic manager component. The
whole process of single autonomic manager component was called Autonomic computing control loop. Connecting different autonomic computing control loops becomes very strong methodology created solves complex problems with certain level of autonomy. Autonomic maturity
index describes levels of autonomy, there are 5 levels of autonomic maturity [4]: 1) basic, 2)
managed, 3) predicted, 4) adaptive and 5) autonomic. To solve complex integration problems
we selected autonomic computing technology because of previously mentioned “self” abilities
and because we noticed the similarities in business process modeling and software system engineering subject [2]. Elementary management cycle is very similar in structure to autonomic
element control loop, we believe that similarities of these components could help solving complex business process integration issues. More thorough analysis of such similarities is discussed Section 4.

4

Principles of Enterprise software system integration

Enterprise software system integration method enhanced with autonomic computing technologies analyze such sources of web services by monitoring their activity and analyze their
schema documents. For example data similar to Order creation process chain can be extracted
from the description file (WSDL) of a service to business process. Fig. 1 illustrates how WSDL

Enter product quantity
Enter product Name

Yes

Add more
products
No
Order

Is order
confirmed?

No

Yes

Fig. 1. WSDL schema of Order to business process alignment
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A
Actions taken

schema could be mapped (aligned) to a process. If autonomic computing knowledge element
contained business process knowledge (in form of models, formal descriptions like in
https://schema.org/Order) then theoretically such integration method could be made self-aware
and understand its context from business process perspective. In the illustrated example (Fig.
1.) keywords “Order”, “Confirmation” of process is determined. Autonomic solution analyzes
elements, messages and operations from data sources. Requirements for registering purchase
order are also given in WSDL schema in attribute named “minOccurs”. Using trial and error
methods in simulated environment could help teach autonomic computing element about integrated environment creating ability to adapt to restrictions. On data transaction failure fault
messages are return. These Fault messages are monitored and analyzed with autonomic computing element resulting in knowledge that data is incorrect or there are no such product registered (in this current scenario Fig. 1). If positive “OrderConfirmation” message returned autonomic element ends with state of successful integration.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Autonomic computing component [3] (bottom) with Elementary management
cycle [2] (top)

The elementary management cycle (EMC) is introduced in [2] as basic building block of enterprise management modeling from control theory point of view (Fig. 2). Management function (F) is complex structure which comprises a sequence of goal driven steps (information
transformations): IN – interpretation, DP – data processing, DM – decision making, RE – deci-
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sion realization, and data/information flows (S, B, C, D, V) between steps. Managed object is
material transformation process (P) with inputs (materials, energy) and outputs (products, services), and is controlled by management function F. The EMC framework covers almost natural structure and behavior of enterprise management from data/information/knowledge/goal
interactions viewpoint. The EMC framework and Autonomic computing control loop [4] are
similar mainly because they were developed modeling real world behavior as knowledge and
goal driven cycles of information processing. The similarities shown in Figure 2.
The components of Elementary management cycle and Autonomic computing components
are those: a) Interpretation is related to Monitoring and Analysis –analyzing information from
related objects got from information streams. b) Information management process is related to
planning and executing elements because manipulations are done to information. c) Realization
is more to execution but it is also related to planning in autonomic control loop. d) Goals are
very closely related to knowledge. e) Both are responsible for controlling or managing lower
level elements. f) Both are in the cycle of a loop showing that given methodologies are both
dynamic and can exploit main agilities.
Similarities between the EMC autonomic computing elements give a promise that compatibility of EMC and autonomic computing component could really help to improve enterprise
software integration methods.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

Our new approach suggests using autonomic management elements for commercial software
system integration. Unlike other researched methods (dynamic integration, agent integration)
our approach provides self-management capabilities, with possibility to implement selfhealing, self-optimizing, self-configuration and self-protecting abilities. Our approach provides
support for autonomic software system integration while linking software system layer with
business process layer to gather knowledge. We compared similarities between elementary
management cycle and autonomic manager component. We believe that because they are similar, autonomic computing methodologies can be used to analyze and integrate business processes. Underlined further research aims and goals: Design autonomic computing methodology
to support existing best-practice solutions in schema matching, object matching choreography
and orchestration; describe autonomic computing capabilities for integration decomposing and
adapting its elements. Discovery of Enterprise software system layer being connected to business process layer provided further background for studying what exactly useful information
could be gathered from business process that would help to automate software system integration solution creation.
This research should rise debate on further Integration evolution steps. Still a lot of work
remains on defining relationship (mapping) between the smallest autonomic components used
for integration and elementary management cycles (EMC) to fully grasp the knowledge of
business layer impact on IT and software system layer. Defining such relationship would further help to partially automate integration solution developing and maintenance jobs.
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